Water Systems – Adding and Searching

[1] Access your Location (a) and expand the menu tree to the Water Systems folder (b). Use the (+) to add a new Water System (c).

Only users with the Water Systems Management role can add or edit water systems.

In general, it is advised to have the Army Public Health Center (APHC) build the water system based on information supplied from the field.

[2] Add a name (a) and save the record (b) to obtain an ID.

[3] The core of the water system is defined by its water systems components (WSCs).

On the water systems page, WSCs can only be associated. Not made. See step 4 for how to make WSCs.

Note: When making an initial WSC from this page, it won’t display here until linked to the Water System, OEHSA, a Sample or a Water Survey.

Each WSC has its own WSC – Detail page.
Proper completion of a WSC – Detail page may require assistance from APHC.

Pick the type you need and complete the following page.
[5] The water system contains sections for various document types (e.g. sampling plans, schematics, etc.) and will list active sampling points and profiles.

Different document types about the water system can be uploaded.

Sampling points that share a WSC with the water system will be listed.

[6] There is no way to search for water systems across the program office. Step 1 must be repeated or Business Objects (tutorial 27) must be used to look at systems across multiple locations.